
“What is the Spiritual Gift
of Discernment?”
I was reading some of Probe’s responses to e-mails and came
across a message which touched on discernment as a spiritual
gift (“Do You Know Why My Dreams Come True?”). Over the years
I have noticed that I often get what I classify as a “gut
reaction” to people, particularly in Christian settings. I
seem  to  detect,  almost  immediately,  whether  a  person  is
sincere or a phony. Amazingly, I am almost always correct in
my initial reaction, though it sometimes takes years before
that reaction is confirmed. However, rather than attribute
such feelings to the Holy Spirit, I have always seen them as a
prideful or fleshly response to some subconscious cue I get
from  the  other  person’s  behavior.  Could  you  elaborate  on
discernment as a spiritual gift? What exactly is it, how does
it work and what is its purpose? And, most importantly, how
can one determine whether they, in fact, have such a gift?
Scripture references would be helpful.

I’m delighted to hear from you! I thank the Lord every time I
hear a believer recognizes they have the gift of discernment
because  the  body  of  Christ  desperately  needs  this  “early
warning system.” Unfortunately, it’s been my experience that
many people dismiss any spiritual gifts they can’t understand
or  grasp  naturalistically–in  other  words,  that  are  so
supernatural  in  origin  and  manifestation  they  can’t  be
explained any other way. So we lose out BIG when they are not
encouraged or exercised.

The  gift  of  discernment  (1  Cor.  12:10)  is  a  supernatural
ability to distinguish between the spirit of truth and the
spirit of error, between holiness and evil.

Just  as  counterfeit  money  experts  can  quickly  distinguish
phony  money  from  the  real  thing,  those  with  the  gift  of
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discernment  can  distinguish  holy  and  unholy  spirits  and
discern truth from lies. A person with this gift can spot a
phony before others do. It’s been my experience that they can
also tell when someone is lying. When you ask them, “But how
do you KNOW?” they just shrug and say, “I just know. I don’t
know how I know, it’s just there in my spirit.” Proof that
it’s  the  Holy  Spirit’s  empowering  is  given  when  they  are
continuously validated in their assessment.

This is NOT the same thing as a “psychic ability.” Deut.
18:10-14 sternly forbids any involvement with spiritism. Only
believers in Jesus Christ have this supernatural ability from
the Holy Spirit.

1 Tim. 4:1 says that in latter days, deceitful spirits and
doctrines of demons will come, so the important role of the
gift  of  discernment  is  to  identify  those  spirits  and
doctrines.

A  discerning  spirit  tests  the  spirits  with  this  rule  of
scripture:
“By  this  you  know  the  Spirit  of  God:  every  spirit  that
confesses that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh is from God;
and every spirit that does not confess Jesus is not from God.”
(1 John 4:2,3)

Leslie B. Flynn writes in his book 19 Gifts of the Spirit,
“Any relegating of Jesus Christ to an inferior spot less than
the  incarnate  Son  of  God,  the  crucified  and  resurrected
Savior, means that spirit is not of God.”

This is helpful to know when we are analyzing and evaluating
things we hear and see in the spiritual domain (for example,
when watching Oprah’s New Age friends on her show). But just
as important, though, is the exercise of this gift in our
everyday lives. Those who have the gift of discernment have
told me it’s like an internal alarm bell going off. Some
examples:



•  Our  church  used  to  be  located  on  a  busy  street  where
panhandlers often came by with a sob story about needing cash
for their babies in the hospital or some other pretense. One
of  the  people  who  worked  in  the  office  had  the  gift  of
discernment  and,  after  spending  just  a  couple  of  moments
talking to these people, she could tell which ones really
needed help and which ones were looking for money for booze.
(If they were truly in need, there really would be a baby in
the hospital, for example.)

• A friend took her 4-year-old son to see an art exhibit
adjacent to art museum in Corpus Christi, Texas. The moment
they entered the exhibits tent, her son stopped dead in his
tracks. “Mommy, we can’t go in there. This place is bad.” Teri
sensed the exact same presence of evil. They never saw a
single piece of art before turning around and leaving. It
turned out to be sponsored by a cult. Both mother and son
later realized they have the gift of discernment.

• My husband Ray met a popular evangelical preacher at a
dinner, but had a profoundly uncomfortable reaction to the
man. (The word “slimeball” kept coming to mind.) There was no
apparent reason, but it was a gut response. To be honest, this
was before I realized he had the gift of discernment, and I
dismissed his reaction as a critical spirit. The man was later
removed  from  his  pulpit  for  his  unrepentant  adulterous
lifestyle.

We have found these questions helpful in determining if one
has this gift:

•  Do  you  have  an  internal  alarm  that  goes  off  when  you
encounter something phony or evil?
• Even when you’re the only one who senses something wrong, is
your “intuition” eventually validated?
•  Do  you  (and  others)  consider  yourself  a  good  judge  of
character?



I hope this helps!

Sue Bohlin
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“Help! I Opened Myself Up to
the Devil!”
I am in need of help! When I was about fifteen years old, I
was friends with a man who at that time I did not know was a
Satan  worshipper.  He  cut  the  palm  of  his  hand,  I  cannot
remember if he cut mine or not but, he then rubbed our palms
together and he licked the blood from his hand. I really
didn’t think much of it at that time. Now, I am thirty-seven
years old. For the past three years I have been having a lot
of trouble with people following me, putting devil symbols in
my house and just a lot of different things pertaining to the
devil.

I recently remembered this blood act with this man and now
recall who he is. I recently found out that his daughter works
with  me  and  I  really  believe  she  knows  what’s  going  on.
Although she acts totally innocent. I need to know if there is
anything I can do to stop all this evilness around me. If you
have any suggestions, please let me know.

Wow. You really do have a stronghold in your life for the evil
one to exploit, don’t you?

There is a powerful and wonderful resource that has freed
thousands of people from exactly this kind of stronghold. Neil
Anderson’s book The Bondage Breaker is excellent, and you
should read the whole book, but especially Chapter 12, called
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“Steps to Freedom in Christ.” It is a series of prayers that
walk you through all the places where you allowed Satan to
gain a foothold in your life, and it helps you renounce them
and stop the demonic harrassment.

I hope this helps. I know it has helped SO many people in your
shoes.

Let me pray for you before I send this.

Father God, I lift up ________ to you and ask that You bring
complete freedom to her through the ministry of people in the
body of Christ like Neil Anderson. I pray that You would show
her exactly what she needs to do to revisit the time when
Satan gained an entrance into her heart and mind and life, and
that You would protect her from the evil one. Lord God, I pray
the holy and precious Blood of Jesus over her and ask that You
do whatever it takes to allow that powerful Blood to cleanse
________ and make her holy and pure and freed from the traps
of the enemy. In Jesus’ Name, Amen.

Let me know what happens, OK?

Sue Bohlin
Probe Ministries

Supernatural Parenting
Sue Bohlin points out that we can be supernatural parents when
we  are  relying  on  a  supernatural  God  for  direction  and
strength.  It is important that we include parenting as an
integral part of our Christian worldview.  Applying a biblical
perspective is crucial to imparting the truth needed for our
children to live truly successful lives.
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There are certain universal truths in parenting.

• If you hook a dog leash over a ceiling fan, the motor is not
strong enough to rotate a 42 pound boy wearing Pound Puppy
underwear and a Superman cape. It is strong enough, however,
to spread paint on all four walls of a twenty by twenty foot
room.

• If you use a waterbed as home plate while wearing baseball
shoes it does not leak—it explodes. A king size waterbed holds
enough water to fill a 2000 square foot house four inches
deep.

• The spin cycle on the washing machine does not make earth
worms dizzy. It will, however, make cats dizzy.

• Cats throw up twice their body weight when dizzy.

Dr. Dobson says that parenting isn’t for cowards. It ain’t
such a hot job for mere mortals, either. What a daunting
task—being completely responsible for an infant who cannot do
a single thing for himself except make a lot of noise and a
lot of dirty diapers! Teaching them to walk. And talk. And act
like  civilized  human  beings.  Even  more  importantly,  their
eternal destiny is in our hands, and we have the awesome
opportunity to show them what God is like, and to lead them to
saving faith in Christ!

Praise God, as believers we’re not limited to our own strength
and power. Christ died for us, to give His life to us, to live
HIS life THROUGH us. We can parent with the same supernatural
energy that raised Christ from the dead. We can parent with
the same infinite supply of wisdom and patience that Jesus
had. We can let Him parent through us—we can be supernatural
parents!

The Bible says that Christ is our life. What does that mean
when you’re about to change your fourteenth diaper today?
“Lord Jesus, I don’t have the stomach or the strength to do



this,  so  You  change  this  diaper  through  me.  Here  are  my
hands—use them—here’s my face—show love to my baby by smiling
through me.”

“I have been crucified with Christ, and the life I live in the
flesh, I live by faith in the Son of God who loved me and gave
Himself for me.” What does that mean when you’ve been giving,
giving, giving all day and you’re on empty? “Lord, I’m empty
and weak and out of resources. You be strong in my weakness. I
will do this in Your strength because I don’t have any left.”

“For me, to live is Christ and to die is gain.” How do we live
that out in parenting kids who would rather snarl at us than
look  at  us,  who  have  swallowed  the  junior-high-culture’s
dictum that the only good parent is a dead parent? “Lord
Jesus,  Thank  You  for  giving  me  this  child.  I  choose  to
remember she is a gift and not a punishment. I don’t have what
it takes to be kind today, Lord. You be kind in me. I cannot
love this child today, Lord, so You channel Your perfect love
through me. I am Your willing vessel but I’m fresh out of
unconditional love and acceptance. So You be a loving and wise
parent through me.”

You can be a supernatural parent. Even without a Superman
cape.

©2001 Probe Ministries

A  Short  Look  at  Six  World
Religions  –  Understand  the
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Beliefs of Non-Christians
An overview of Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism, Mormonism
and  Jehovah’s  Witnesses  from  a  conservative  Christian
perspective.

Islam
There are three monotheistic religions in the world, religions
that teach that there is only one God: Christianity, Judaism,
and Islam.

The term “Islam” means “submission” to the will of God, and
the person who submits is called a “Muslim.”

The founder of Islam is Muhammad, who was born in 570 A.D. At
age 40 he claimed to begin receiving revelations from a spirit
being he believed was the angel Gabriel. These later were
recorded and became the Qur’an, Islam’s holy book.

There are Six Articles of Faith that all Muslims hold to. The
first is that “there is no God but Allah.” The second Article
of Faith is belief in a hierarchy of angels, of which the
archangel Gabriel is the highest. Each Muslim is assigned two
angels, one to record his good deeds and the other to record
the bad deeds. At the bottom of the angelic hierarchy are the
jinn, from which we get the word “genie.” They are a Muslim
version of demons.

The third Article of Faith is belief in 104 holy books, with
the Koran as the final revelation. The fourth is belief in the
prophets. According to the Qur’an, God has sent a prophet to
every nation to preach the message that there is only one God.
124,000 prophets have been sent, most of them unknown but some
of  them  biblical  characters,  including  Jesus.  Muhammed,
though,  is  the  prophet  for  all  times,  the  “Seal  of  the
Prophets.”
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The fifth Article of Faith is belief in predestination. All
things, both good and evil, are the direct result of the will
of Allah. Islam is a very fatalistic religion.

The sixth Article of Faith is the day of judgment. Those whose
good deeds outweigh their bad will be rewarded with Paradise;
those whose bad deeds outweigh their good will be judged to
hell. Islam is a religion of human works. The Bible tells us,
though, that we can never earn God’s acceptance on the basis
of our deeds.

There are Five Pillars of Islam, obligations every Muslim must
keep. The first is reciting the creed, “There is no God but
Allah, and Mohammed is his messenger.” The second is prayer:
17 cycles of prayer, spread out over five times of prayer each
day. They must wash in a prescribed manner before they kneel
down and face toward Mecca.

The third pillar is almsgiving, 2.5% of one’s income for the
poor. The fourth pillar is fasting during the lunar month of
Ramadan.  Muslims  must  forego  food,  water  and  sex  during
daylight hours. The fifth pillar is making the pilgrimage to
Mecca at least once in their lives.

Sometimes you will hear people say that Allah is another name
for the God of the Bible. Is it the same? “Allah” is the
Arabic name for God, and Arab Christians use the name Allah to
describe the God of the Bible. Mohammed taught that there is
one true God who is the same God that Jews and Christians
(“the People of the Book”) worship. He began Islam on the
foundation  of  the  God  of  the  Bible.  We  can  say  that  in
principle,  we  worship  the  same  God.  Islam  began  on  the
foundation of belief in the one true God to combat the pagan
polytheism of the area. However, Mohammed departed from this
foundation, and we differ in our understanding of how God has
fully revealed Himself. In the Qur’an, Allah is a distant
spiritual being, but Yahweh is a Father to His children. Allah
does not love wrongdoers, but God demonstrates His love for us



in that while we were still sinners, Christ died for us. Allah
has predetermined everything about life; the God of the Bible
invites us to share our hearts with Him.

Hinduism
Hinduism may seem like an alien religion of people on the
other side of the world, but it has infiltrated our culture in
all sorts of ways. You’re probably familiar with most of the
basic Hindu concepts without even realizing it. Have you seen
the Star Wars movies? They are filled with Hindu ideas. Ever
watch Dharma and Greg on TV? “Dharma” is an important Hindu
term  for  moral  duty.  30%  of  Americans  believe  in
reincarnation,  which  is  a  Hindu  concept.  Transcendental
Meditation  is  thinly  disguised  Hinduism.  George  Harrison’s
song “My Sweet Lord” invokes a Hindu chant. New Age philosophy
is Hinduism wrapped in Western garb.

Hinduism is tremendously diverse. It encompasses those who
believe in one reality, Brahman, as well as those who believe
in many gods–as many as 330 million! Some Hindus believe the
universe is real; most believe it is illusion, or maya. (This
world  view  isn’t  consistent  with  reality.  You  won’t  find
Hindus  meditating  on  railroad  tracks,  for  instance.)  Some
believe Brahman and the universe are one; others see them as
two distinct realities.

Despite the diversity within Hinduism, there are five major
beliefs of this religion. The first is that ultimate reality,
called  Brahman,  is  an  impersonal  oneness.  In  The  Empire
Strikes Back, Yoda tells Luke that everything–the tree, the
rock, etc.–is all part of “The Force.” This is monism: the
belief that all is one. Nothing is distinct and separate from
anything else.

Another Hindu belief is that just as the air in an open jar is
identical to the air around the jar, we extend from and are
one with Brahman. All is one, all is god–and that means that



we are god. In her book and movie “Out on a Limb,” Shirley
MacLaine relates a time when she stood on a beach, embracing
this concept and declaring, “I am god! I am god!” It’s a very
Hindu concept.

Humanity’s primary problem, according to Hinduism, is that we
have forgotten we are divine. The consequence is that we are
subject to the Law of Karma, another important Hindu belief.
This is the moral equivalent to the natural law of cause and
effect. You always reap what you sow. There is no grace, there
is  no  forgiveness,  there  is  never  any  escape  from
consequences. It’s a very heavy burden to carry. Not only
that, but Hinduism says that the consequences of our choices,
both bad karma and good karma, follow us from lifetime to
lifetime. This is another Hindu concept: samsara, the ever-
revolving wheel of life, death, and rebirth, also known as
reincarnation.  A  person’s  karma  determines  the  kind  of
body–whether human, animal, or insect–into which he or she is
incarnated in the next lifetime.

The final major Hindu concept is liberation from the wheel of
birth,  death,  and  rebirth.  One  can  only  get  off  the
reincarnation merry-go-round by realizing that the idea of the
individual  self  is  an  illusion,  and  only  the  oneness  of
Brahman is real. There is no heaven, though–only losing one’s
identity in the universal oneness.

Praise God that through the Lord Jesus, Christianity offers
hope, forgiveness, grace, and a personal relationship with a
personal God in heaven. Jesus means there’s a point to life.

Buddhism
Buddhism does not believe in a personal God. It does not have
worship, prayer, or praise of a divine being. It offers no
redemption, no forgiveness, no hope of heaven, and no final
judgment. Buddhism is more of a moral philosophy, an ethical
way of life.



In his essay “De Futilitate,” C.S. Lewis called Buddhism “a
heresy  of  Hinduism.”  Buddhism  was  founded  by  a  Hindu,
Siddhartha Gautama, during the sixth century B.C. After being
profoundly impacted by seeing four kinds of suffering in one
day, Siddhartha committed himself to finding the source of
suffering and how to eliminate it. One day he sat down under a
fig tree and vowed not to rise again until he had attained
enlightenment.  After  some  time,  he  did  so  and  became  the
Buddha, which means “enlightened one.” He started teaching the
“The Four Noble Truths,” the most basic of Buddhist teachings.

The First Noble Truth is that life consists of suffering. The
Second Noble Truth is that we suffer because we desire those
things that are impermanent. This is absolutely central to
Buddhism:  the  belief  that  desire  is  the  cause  of  all
suffering.

The Third Noble Truth is that the way to liberate oneself from
suffering is by eliminating all desire. (Unfortunately, it’s a
self-defeating premise: if you set a goal to eliminate desire,
then you desire to eliminate desire.) The Fourth Noble Truth
is that desire can be eliminated by following the Eight-Fold
path.

In the Eight-Fold Path, the first two steps are foundational
to all the others. Step one is Right Understanding, where one
sees the universe as impermanent and illusory and believes
that the individual does not actually exist. If you ever hear
someone say, “The world is an illusion, and so am I. I don’t
really exist,” they’re probably exploring Buddhism. (You might
want to pinch them and see what they do.) Right Thought means
renouncing  all  attachment  to  the  desires  and  thoughts  of
oneself, even as he recognizes that the self doesn’t exist.

Other parts of the Eight-Fold path are Right Speech, Right
Action, Right Livelihood, Right Effort, Right Awareness, and
Right  Meditation.  Ethical  conduct  is  very  important  in
Buddhism. There are commands to refrain from the taking of any



life (that includes ants and roaches in your house), stealing,
immorality, lying, and drinking.

The Eight-Fold Path is a set of steps that describe not only a
good life but one which will move the follower toward Nirvana,
the goal of Buddhism. Nirvana is not heaven; it is a state of
extinction, where one’s essence–which does not actually exist
in  the  first  place–is  extinguished  like  a  candle  flame,
marking the end of desire and thus the end of suffering.

One of the important concepts in Buddhism is samsara, a cycle
of birth, death and rebirth. It differs from the Hindu concept
of reincarnation in that Buddhism teaches there is no self to
continue from one life to the next. Another important concept
is karma, the belief that you reap what you sow, and your
karma follows you through the cycles of samsara. Note the
inherent inconsistency here: there is no self to continue from
one life to the next, but one’s karma does?!

Buddhism says there are many paths to the top of the mountain,
so there are many ways to God. Jesus says, “I am the way, the
truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father but through
Me.”

Judaism
Both  Christianity  and  Judaism  have  their  roots  in  Old
Testament faith. But Christianity is really a sister, rather
than a daughter, to Judaism, which is the religion developed
by rabbis from 200 B.C. on.

When the Temple was destroyed in 70 A.D., that spelled the end
of sacrifices and the priesthood. Instead of being guided by
prophets,  priests  and  kings,  the  Jewish  people  turned  to
rabbis as their authorities on matters of laws and practice.

There was basically one kind of Judaism until the eighteenth
century when the Age of Enlightenment swept through Europe.
That’s when the three major branches of Judaism arose.



That one basic kind of Judaism is what is now called “Orthodox
Judaism.” It has a strong emphasis on tradition and strict
observance of the Law of Moses.

Reform  Judaism  began  in  Germany  at  the  time  of  the
Enlightenment. Reform Judaism is the humanistic branch. In
fact, there are many Reform Jews who don’t believe in God at
all. For them, Judaism is a way of life and culture with a
connection to one’s ancestors that is about legacy, not faith.

The  middle-ground  branch,  seeking  to  find  moderate  ground
between the two extremes of the Orthodox and Reform branches,
is Conservative Judaism.

If there is any religious principle that Judaism explicitly
affirms and teaches, it is the unity of God. You may have
heard of the Shema, found in Deuteronomy 6:4¾“Hear O Israel,
the Lord our God, the Lord is One.” This one all-important
principle is the reason so many Jewish people have a hard time
understanding Christianity, which they see as a religion of
three gods, not one God in three Persons.

The Old Testament is the Scripture of Judaism. Many Jews,
though, do not consider the Old Testament to be the Word of
God or inspired, although they do give it respect as a part of
Jewish tradition and history.

There are some lifestyle practices that set people apart as
distinctively Jewish. Traditional Jews, usually Orthodox but
including some from other branches, observe the Sabbath. This
means abstaining from work, driving, and lighting a fire from
Friday  night  to  Saturday  night.  Orthodox  Jews  also  keep
kosher, which means keeping the Old Testament dietary laws.
The most well known is the prohibition against mixing meat and
milk at the same meal, although many people are also aware
that most Jewish people do not eat pork or shellfish.

It is difficult for Jewish people to place their faith in
Jesus as Messiah because it is not considered a Jewish thing



to do. In fact, they see “Jewish Christian” as an oxymoron.
For many, being Jewish equals “Not Christian.” But there’s
another big reason it is so hard for Jewish people to come to
faith  in  Christ.  They  don’t  see  a  need  for  “salvation,”
because there is nothing to be saved from. If there is a God,
then Jewish people already have a special relationship with
Him as His chosen people. Jesus is superfluous for Jews.

If you know someone who is Jewish, pray that God will cause
the scales to fall from the eyes of their heart and they will
see the truth: that there’s nothing more Jewish or more godly
than submitting in faith to one who was, and is, the very Son
of God, and who proved His love for them by dying in their
place on the cross.

Mormonism and Jehovah’s Witnesses
Have you ever answered your door to find a couple of nicely-
dressed people asking to talk to you about spiritual things?
Chances are they were either Mormons or Jehovah’s Witnesses.
Since  both  groups  send  many  missionaries  not  only  into
American homes but to foreign countries, it makes sense to
cover them in a discussion of world religions.

Many  people  think  of  Mormons  and  Jehovah’s  Witnesses  as
Christians in slightly different denominations, but this is
not the case. To put it bluntly, both religions teach another
gospel  and  another  Jesus.  They  are  cults,  not  Christian
denominations.

Mormonism was founded by Joseph Smith, a teenage boy in New
York. He claimed that he was visited by first God the Father
and the Son, and then by the angel Moroni, who gave him golden
plates, which he translated into the Book of Mormon. He said
that Christianity had been corrupted since the death of the
last apostle, and God appointed him to restore the truth. But
Joseph Smith provided nine different versions of these events,
which set the tone for the rest of his teachings.



Deuteronomy 18:22 gives God’s standards for His prophets: 100%
accuracy. Joseph Smith wrote a lot of prophecies, many of
which  never  came  true.  He  was  a  false  prophet,  and  the
religion he founded is not from God.

Mormonism  is  not  Christian  because  it  denies  some  of  the
essential doctrines of Christianity, including the deity of
Christ and salvation by grace. Furthermore, Mormon doctrine
contradicts the Christian teaching that there is only one God,
and it undermines the authority and reliability of the Bible.

Jehovah’s  Witnesses  was  founded  by  Charles  Taze  Russell,
another false prophet. His Watchtower Bible and Tract Society
has  produced  a  prodigious  amount  of  literature.  It  has
prophesied  the  return  of  Christ  in  1914,  1925,  and  1975.
Again,  by  God’s  standards,  the  representatives  of  the
Watchtower  Society  are  false  prophets.

Jehovah’s Witnesses deny the basics of the Christian faith.
They deny the Trinity. They believe there is one singular God,
Jehovah.  Jesus  is  actually  the  created  being  Michael  the
Archangel, and who became flesh at the incarnation. The Holy
Spirit is not God but an active force much like electricity or
fire.  They  deny  the  bodily  resurrection  of  Christ.  Like
Mormons,  they  deny  the  existence  of  hell  and  eternal
punishment.

Both of these religions teach salvation by works, not God’s
grace. And they teach that salvation is only found in their
organizations.

What do you do if they come to your door? First, don’t do
anything without sending up a prayer of dependence on God. If
you are not well-grounded in your own beliefs, unless you know
not only what you believe but why it’s true, then you should
probably politely refuse to talk to them, and work on your own
understanding  of  your  faith.  Both  Mormons  and  Jehovah’s
Witnesses are very successful at drawing in church-goers who



can’t recognize false teaching because they don’t know what’s
true.

If  you  do  know  the  Bible  and  what  you  believe,  then
prayerfully and humbly answer their questions and comments by
showing them what the Bible says. And pray that God’s Spirit
will show them the truth. He is grieved that people for whom
Jesus died are so deceived.

©2000 Probe Ministries.

 

“Abortion Isn’t Your Decision
to Make For Others”
You assume your belief in the bible is the truth. If you
disregard that book of stories to live by, then the arguments
of right and wrong are invalid.

Now if your points against abortion were based on your feeling
of terminating a life, not what you are told in a book then I
would have much more respect for your point of view.

For those who feel abortion is wrong…. good for them, they
have that choice… others choosing to have an abortion will
deal with it.

It’s not your decision to make for others. You must understand
that we all don’t subscribe to your beliefs… and that’s the
great thing about our country, we are free to do as we feel
right based on our upbringing.

I hope I have not misinterpreted your writings on this web
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page.

Thanks for writing about my abortion article at the Probe
Ministries site.

You assume your belief in the bible is the truth. If you
disregard that book of stories to live by, then the arguments
of right and wrong are invalid.

Yes, I do assume that the Bible is true. Just as you assume
that your beliefs are true. I used to dismiss the Bible as a
fanciful “book of stories to live by,” but after I found out
how unusual it is, how incredibly consistent it is internally
even though written by scores of authors on four continents
within a span of thousands of years, I came to the conclusion
that it was actually quite a miraculous book, inspired by God,
and worth my trust.

If  we  disregard  the  Bible,  which  claims  to  be  God’s
communication with us, then why even talk about issues of
right and wrong? Without God in the picture, who says there IS
a right and wrong? Without God, the universe just IS. No
meaning, no purpose–and certainly no right and wrong.

Now  if  your  points  against  abortion  were  based  on  your
feeling of terminating a life, not what you are told in a
book then I would have much more respect for your point of
view.

So, if I based my position against abortion on feelings alone,
you could respect that. . .but since I base my position on
what I completely believe to be God’s revealed truth, it’s
fluff? Feelings are a dangerous basis for opinions; they often
have nothing in common with reality. How do you know that that
$20 bill in your wallet is actually worth $20? Somebody told
you it was, right? Does that make that belief invalid? But if
you use that bill to buy $20 worth of merchandise, a store
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will  accept  that  money.  That’s  because  it  corresponds  to
reality. I believe that my position on abortion—regardless of
where I got those beliefs—also corresponds to reality. The
question that ought to be asked about my position is not
“where did you get it,” but “is it true?”

It’s  not  your  decision  to  make  for  others.  You  must
understand that we all don’t subscribe to your beliefs… and
that’s the great thing about our country, we are free to do
as we feel right based on our upbringing.

I’m sorry, where did you read that I make a decision for
anyone else? I state that abortion is wrong because God says
that it’s wrong. I state that abortion is hurtful because
that’s what experience teaches us. That’s a long way from
stopping someone from having an abortion. You are more than
free  not  to  subscribe  to  my  beliefs;  but  why  would  you
challenge my right to hold them? I don’t know how you ended up
at that article, but the way the Internet works, you had to go
out and search it out. It seems rather strange to me that you
would look for and read an article on abortion, then castigate
the author for not agreeing with you. . .???

I hope I have not misinterpreted your writings on this web
page.

Well, I think you probably have, but that’s your right. Almost
all  the  articles  at  the  Probe  site  started  out  as  radio
transcripts for a 5-minute program that airs on about 400
Christian radio stations; then we put the transcripts online.
I’m glad you read it, even though I’m not sure why you would
want to, if you so easily dismiss others’ positions if they’re
based on revelation and not gut feelings.

But have a good day.

Sue Bohlin
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Probe Ministries

“Is  It  a  Sin  To  Wear  A
Bikini?”
On a Christian site, someone said that it is a sin to wear a
bikini. I do not agree because I went sailing the other day
and I was the only one not wearing a bikini and the men on the
boat did not gaze at the women wearing bikinis. I do not think
bikinis are immodest because they can be appropriate when
swimming, just not for walking around on the street or other
public places.

 I would like to direct you to Wendy Shalit’s
book A Return to Modesty, which covers the subject of modesty
(and immodesty) better than anything I’ve ever read. It is
consistent with a Christian world view even though the author
is not a Christian.

In  my  opinion,  wearing  a  bikini  is  sinful  under  most
circumstances because the purpose of it is to show off as much
flesh as possible while still covering the absolute essentials
of genitals and nipples. There is nothing God-honoring about
bikinis and much that is gratifying to the flesh: for men to
leer and for women to show off their bodies. Scripture calls
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us to live and dress modestly, not to gratify the flesh. It
calls us to do everything to the glory of God: wearing bathing
suits that are designed to cause men to lust and women to
publicly display their bodies is the opposite of glorifying
God.

If the men on your sailboat didn’t gaze at the women wearing
bikinis, I would suggest that they may have been desensitized.
Or perhaps they were just wearing sunglasses and you didn’t
notice their eyes! <smile>

I will add a disclaimer. There is nothing at all sinful in a
wife wearing a bikini if only her husband will see her in it.
Showing off her body to please him is part of the pleasure of
sex that God intends for married couples to enjoy. See “The
Song of Solomon” in the Old Testament for biblical evidence of
that.

I’m glad you asked.

Sue Bohlin

Probe Ministries

Worldproofing Our Kids

Lael Arrington has written a truly wonderful
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and  exceptionally  helpful  book,  Worldproofing  Your
Kids,{1}  subtitled  “Helping  Moms  Prepare  Their  Kids  to
Navigate Today’s Turbulent Times.” While she ostensibly wrote
it for moms, any Christian parent who cares about helping his
or her child develop a Christian worldview will enjoy it . . .
and probably learn a thing or two (or three) in the process.

Lael has raised five questions that Christian parents would be
wise to keep in mind, so we can relate them to what happens in
our  kids’  world  and  in  the  world  at  large.  In  teachable
moments, we can help our kids to think through and then own
their answers to these questions:

1. Who makes the rules?

2. How do we know what is true?

3. Where did we come from?

4. What are we supposed to be doing here?

5. Where are we going?

The first question truly is foundational, not just to the
other questions but to a basic Christian worldview: Who makes
the rules?

Who Makes the Rules?
As a nation, we used to believe that God makes the rules, and
through special revelation He told us what they are. But there
has been a shift in the culture, and now there are a great
many people who “do not believe that moral truth is universal
and final. They do not believe in special revelation from God
that lays down what is morally right and wrong for all people
for all time. They believe that . . . ultimately, man makes
the rules.”{2}

We need to talk with our children about the consequences of



each answer. When man makes the rules, when “everyone does
what  is  right  in  his  own  eyes”  (Judg.  21:25),  there  are
dreadful consequences. Sometimes the strong and powerful lord
it over the weak and defenseless. Sometimes, when man makes
the rules, everything breaks down into chaos. In Worldproofing
Your Kids, Lael Arrington provides some wonderful activities
to help develop the elements of a Christian worldview. For
example, she suggests we watch a video of Alice in Wonderland
with our kids, and she provides some excellent discussion
questions to bring out the consequences of what happens when
anybody and everybody can make the rules.

The bottom line to communicate to our kids is that much of the
pain and suffering in this life is the result of making our
own rules and violating God’s.

But when we agree that God has the right to make the rules,
and we follow them, life works the way it was designed. That’s
because there are good reasons for the rules. We need to give
our kids the “whys” behind God’s commands. In his book Right
from Wrong,{3} Josh McDowell explains that God’s loving heart
makes rules designed to do two things: protect and provide for
us. Our kids need to talk with us about why God doesn’t want
us to have sex before marriage–because purity protects our
hearts  and  bodies,  and  purity  provides  a  better  sexual
relationship within marriage. We need to talk to our kids
about why God tells us not to cheat and lie: because He is
truth, and He knows that honesty and truth telling protects us
from the pain of lies and provides for a peace filled life.

The goal is not just to teach our kids that God makes the
rules, but to choose to submit to those rules because it’s the
right thing to do . . . and because it will make life work
better.



How Do We Know What Is True?
Truth has taken a beating.

The Christian view of truth is a belief in truth that is true
for all people at all times: absolute truth. The western world
used to believe that all truth was God’s truth. After the
Renaissance and the Enlightenment, which produced the byword
“Man is the measure of all things,” truth became secular.
People believed that there is a body of real truth “out there”
that can discovered through our reason. God was no longer a
part of it.

Now we’ve moved to the postmodern view of truth. There is no
such thing as “true truth,” nothing that is true for all
people at all times. Truth is now what I make it. Truth is
whatever works for me. I create truth based on my feelings and
experience.

So when we say things like “The only way to heaven is by
trusting Jesus Christ,” we get responses like, “You narrow
minded bigot!” and “That may be true for you, but it’s not
true for me.” And the classic postmodern response to just
about anything: “Whatever!”

How do we help our kids know what is true?

First, we start with the foundational truth of our lives:
God’s Word. Remember, it’s not just a body of truth, it is
alive  and  active  (Heb.  4:12).  We  teach  them  the  Bible’s
strongest truth claims: In the beginning, God created the
heavens  and  the  earth  (Gen.  1:1);  people  are  infinitely
valuable (Isa. 43:4); we have a sin problem and we need a
savior (Rom. 3:22-24); Jesus claims to be God (Mark 14:62,
among others {4}). Our kids need to know the truth before they
can spot a lie.

Second, we teach them not to be afraid of criticism from those
who do not believe in truth. Those who trumpet a postmodern



worldview don’t live by it, because it doesn’t match the real
world we live in. People who sneer at Christians for insisting
that there is such a thing as absolute truth still stop at red
lights, and they expect everybody else to do the same. They
may say they decide what is true for them, but they don’t try
to pay for their groceries with a one-dollar bill and insist
that, for them, it’s worth a hundred dollars.

Third, we can strengthen our kids’ confidence in the truth by
teaching them logic. Begin with the simplest rule of logic: A
does not equal non-A. Two opposite ideas cannot both be true.
One can be true, they can both be false, but they can’t both
be true. Teach them to recognize red herrings, ad hominem
arguments,  and  begging  the  question.  Get  Philip  Johnson’s
terrific book, Defeating Darwinism by Opening Minds,{5} which
has a great chapter called “Tuning Up Your Baloney Detector.”
He covers several false arguments.

Make it a game: “Spot the lie.” Help them identify songs,
movies, TV shows, advertisements, and articles that contain
errors in logic or which go against biblical truth. Encourage
them to recognize when people make up private meaning for
words. Postmodern people who believe they can create their own
truth say things like “Well, that depends on what the meaning
of the word is is.”

Truth matters to God, because He is truth. We need to teach
our kids that it should matter to us as well.

Where Did We Come From?
I  especially  appreciated  the  way  Arrington  explained  the
importance of addressing the worldview question, “Where did we
come from?” and the closely related question, “Who are we?”
She points out that the way we answer these questions will
also determine how we deal with the issues of animal rights,
abortion, infanticide, and euthanasia.
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The “Where did we come from?” question isn’t about sex and the
stork; it’s about creation and evolution. There are really
only two basic answers. Either God made us, or we are an
accident of the universe, the unplanned product of matter plus
chance plus time.

If  God  made  us,  then  we  are  infinitely  valuable  and
intrinsically significant because God personally called each
of us into existence. And not only are we valuable and loved,
but every other human on the planet is equally valuable and
loved.  If  evolution  is  true–defining  evolution  as  the
mindless, impersonal chance process that produces the stuff of
the universe–then there is no point to our existence. We have
no value because there is no value giver. Honest evolutionists
recognize this: Cornell professor William Provine has said,
“If evolution is true then there is no such thing as life
after death, there is no ultimate foundation for ethics, no
ultimate meaning for life; there is no free will.”{6}

We  come  hard  wired  from  the  factory  with  a  longing  for
transcendence, desperately wanting to be a part of a larger
story where we are beloved and pursued. We long to know that
there is meaning to the world and to our lives. We come
equipped  with  an  innate  sense  of  fairness  and  justice,
concepts that have no meaning in a world without a God who is
absolutely just and moral.

As parents, we need to tap into these basic longings to teach
our children that only the creation story adequately explains
our legitimate thirst for relationship and for significance,
for fairness and for transcendence. Then we can explain how
the creation story (and I define story as “the way things
happened,” not “wishful thinking”) also helps us understand
other issues. We can teach our kids that it is not murder to
use the flesh of animals for food and the skin of animals for
clothing  because  animals  are  not  like  humans;  only  human
beings are made in the image of God. We need to be good
stewards of the animals that God made, but not elevate them to



the same level as mankind–or devaluate man to the level of
animals.

With an understanding that the creation story makes human life
sacred and holy, we can teach our kids why it is wrong to kill
babies before they are born (abortion), and after they are
born (infanticide). We can teach them why it is equally wrong
to kill the sick and the infirm when it is inconvenient for us
(euthanasia).

Lael writes, “The common thread between evolution, abortion,
infanticide, and euthanasia is the devaluing of human life and
the  way  our  culture  has  responded  with  options  for
disposal.”{7}

What Are We Supposed to be Doing Here?
This  section  of  Lael  Arrington’s  book  is  called  “Work,
Leisure, and the Richer Life: I’m tired of paddling! Are we
there yet? I’m bored!”

If we were to get an honest answer to the questions, “What are
you supposed to be doing here? What’s your purpose in life?,”
many high school and college students would probably say, “To
have as good a time as possible.” Our culture has raised the
expectation  that  everything  is  supposed  to  be  fun  and
entertaining. When my mother managed the layaway department of
a Wal-Mart a few years ago, she said it was frustrating to
deal with the young employees. They came in feeling entitled
to a paycheck but didn’t want to work for it. Work wasn’t
“fun.”

One of the greatest gifts we as parents can give our children
is to cast a vision for their part in the larger story of
life, one that involves a planning and purpose for their life,
a calling from God to play their specially designed part. Our
innate longing for transcendence means that we need to teach
our children that they are a specially chosen part of the



cosmic story of creation, fall, and redemption.

First, we need to teach by word and example that work has
dignity and value. Work isn’t part of the curse; it is part of
God’s  perfect  design  for  us.  God  gave  Adam  and  Eve  the
responsibility of stewarding the garden before the Fall (Gen.
2). Part of our purpose in life is to be a difference maker,
and work is part of how we do that. Whether one’s work is to
be a student, a fast food counter person, a house cleaner, a
computer  programmer,  a  mechanic,  an  administrator,  or  the
really  super  important  roles  of  mother  or  father,  we  are
called to make a difference in the world and in God’s kingdom.

Second, we can be a cheerleader for our children’s God given
gifts and talents. We need to be students of our children so
that we can understand and appreciate the unique package that
God put together. It helps to explore the various personality
styles to help our kids grow in understanding of themselves
and others. John Trent has written a book for children using
animal motifs called The Treasure Tree.{8} Tim LaHaye{9} and
Ken  Voges{10}  have  explored  the  temperaments  in  slightly
different ways, but they’re both very helpful.

As we discern how our children are gifted with natural talents
and  abilities,  we  need  to  acknowledge  those  gifts  and
encourage  our  kids  to  develop  them.  If  our  children  have
trusted Christ as Savior, they have received a whole new set
of spiritual gifts for us to be on the alert for. Of course,
we need to have a working knowledge of the gifts and learn how
to spot them. God gives personality gifts, talent and ability
gifts, and spiritual gifts to equip our children for whatever
He has planned for their lives. What a privilege we have as
parents  to  help  them  discover  that  they  are  called  to  a
special place of service with a special set of equipment to do
whatever it is God has called them to!



Where Are We Going?
The last part of the book Worldproofing Your Kids deals with
citizenship–especially our heavenly citizenship. Another way
to inspire confidence that the Christian worldview is true is
to celebrate the fact that the best part of life is still
ahead.

If we want our kids to recognize the larger, cosmic story of
creation, fall, and redemption, then we need to point them
continually to their future (Lord willing) in heaven, where we
will  finally  experience  real  life,  real  riches,  and  real
intimacy with God. We need to remind them that their choices
on earth, for good and for bad, are determining their future
in heaven. This is an important part of our roles as parents,
of course–to teach them the wisdom that comes from considering
both  the  long  term  and  short  term  consequences  of  their
choices.

Lael  Arrington  urges  us  to  take  our  children  to  biblical
passages and good books that give them a glimpse of where we
are going. Help them catch the vision of what C. S. Lewis was
describing:

“We are half-hearted creatures, fooling around with drink and
sex and ambition when infinite joy is offered us, like an
ignorant child who wants to go on making mud pies in a slum
because he cannot imagine what is meant by the offer of a
holiday at the sea.”{11}

And speaking of C. S. Lewis, please do yourself and your
children the favor of reading The Chronicles of Narnia, which
is a series of books for children of all ages which will
capture their hearts for the world to come and make them fall
in love with the Lord Jesus.

Lael writes, “Perhaps we are now qualifying for what degree of
power and authority we will be granted when we reign with



Christ. The New Testament assures us that those who endure,
those who serve now, will reign later (2 Tim. 2:12, Rev. 5:10,
22:5). We can challenge our [children], ‘Are we making daily
decisions to serve, to develop our gifts and talents so we
will be best prepared to reign with Christ?'”{12}

I love the story of the godly old woman who knew she was about
to die. When discussing her funeral plans with her pastor she
told him she wanted to be buried with her Bible in one hand
and a fork in the other.

She explained, “At those really nice get-togethers, when the
meal was almost finished, a server or maybe the hostess would
come by to collect the dirty dishes. I can hear the words now.
Sometimes,  at  the  best  ones,  somebody  would  lean  over  my
shoulder and whisper, ‘You can keep your fork.’ And do you
know what that meant? Dessert was coming!

“It didn’t mean a cup of Jell-O or pudding or even a dish of
ice cream. You don’t need a fork for that. It meant the good
stuff, like chocolate cake or cherry pie! When they told me I
could keep my fork, I knew the best was yet to come!

“That’s  exactly  what  I  want  people  to  talk  about  at  my
funeral. Oh, they can talk about all the good times we had
together. That would be nice.

“But when they walk by my casket and look at my pretty blue
dress, I want them to turn to one another and say, ‘Why the
fork?’

“That’s what I want you to say. I want you to tell them that I
kept my fork because the best is yet to come.”{13}

The author gratefully acknowledges the generous assistance of
Lael Arrington in the preparation of this article.
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“How  Can  a  Christian  Be
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Superstitious?”
Sue, I have a Christian friend who is highly superstitious.
This is very surprising to me. I would like to be able to give
him  scriptural  references  which  apply  to  this.  I  cannot
understand  how  he  reconciles  the  sovereignty  of  God  with
superstition. He actually thinks that things like “knocking on
wood” have affect on the outcome of situations. He is also
highly intelligent. If you know if any articles which address
this, I would appreciate that information as well.

I  share  your  incredulity  at  your  friend’s  belief  in  both
superstition and a sovereign God!

Here are two powerful scriptures that I think are eye-opening
concerning superstitious Christians:

Exodus 20:2-5 — The first commandment:

“I am the LORD your God . . . You shall have no other gods
before me.

You shall not make for yourself an idol in the form of
anything in heaven above or on the earth beneath or in the
waters below.

You shall not bow down to them or worship them; for I, the
LORD your God, am a jealous God . . . “

Being superstitious is to trust in an act, like knocking on
wood or not stepping on a crack, instead of in God. It is
nothing less than idolatry! (This is why astrology is also
wrong, also idolatrous—it is trusting in the stars instead of
the Star-Creator!) When we trust in a superstition instead of
in God, we are making it into an idol.

The other scripture is in 2 Kings 1:3:
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“But the angel of the LORD said to Elijah the Tishbite, ‘Go
up and meet the messengers of the king of Samaria and ask
them, `Is it because there is no God in Israel that you are
going off to consult Baal-Zebub, the god of Ekron?'”

I think this verse makes it clear that consulting (and of
course, trusting) anything other than the one true God is an
insult and affront to God.

I’ll  be  interested  in  hearing  his  response  to  this
information  .  .  .

Sue Bohlin

Probe Ministries

“Why Do Angels Need Wings?”
I know that not all angels have wings. But what about the old
saying that angels must earn their wings, and why do they need
wings? If they are spirits, they can float about, why need
wings? And when do they earn them?

The Bible doesn’t tell us that much about angels, and that is
our  only  source  of  dependable  information  about  spiritual
beings.

That “old saying” is only that, and it has nothing to do with
truth or reality. The Bible says nothing about angels earning
their wings; it does say that God created them, and there are
good angels and evil angels. Whatever wings they have were
given to them by God.

Why do they need wings? The description of seraphim in Isaiah
6 says that those angels had “six wings: with two wings they
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covered their faces, with two they covered their feet, and
with two they were flying.” Wings were used to show respect to
God by covering their faces and feet, but they also used them
to  fly.  I  don’t  know  why–maybe  because  it’s  fun?
:::::smile:::::

Hope this helps separate the cultural ideas we have about
angels from some of the biblical truth about them. My guess is
that God doesn’t tell us a whole lot about angels because He
knows we’d concentrate on them instead of on Him. And holy
angels would be horrified by that prospect!

Sue Bohlin
Probe Ministries

“There’s  More  Information
About  Angels  Outside  the
Bible!”
If I may make a suggestion, there is far more information
about angels other than the bible. Maybe I missed the point of
this  page.  The  Koran  &  Talmud  have  more  info  that  early
Christianity left out.

Blessed be,
________
Dear friend,

How do you know that the information in the Koran and Talmud
are correct? We write from a Christian perspective, believing
that the only holy scriptures that can be trusted are the Old
and New Testaments of the Bible. There is good evidence for
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divine inspiration of the Bible, but not of the two sources
you cite.

That’s why we limit ourselves to Biblical information.

Thanks for writing.

Sue Bohlin
Probe Ministries


